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Abstract 

Length frequency distributions of research vessel catches of cod 

from the southern Grand Bank (Divisions 3M and 30) are typically polymodal. 

Petersen's method, and progression of dominant year-classes, are used as 

evidence of the validity of otolith ages. Rather large fluctuations in 

year-class survival apparently occur, and during the 1946-1960 period, best 

survival of new year-classes occurred in 1946, 1949, 1953, 1955, 1958 and 

1959. 

Introduction 

Age determination of fish from skeletal structures was brought to 

fruition during the early years of the present century. Validity studies, 

confirming the accuracy of the method for a number of species, are reviewed 

by Graham (1929). In recent years the tendency has been to accept the 

validity of a particular structure for a particular species, and to use it 

to determine age of fish from widely separated areas without further tests 

of validity. The importance of a critical approach to the ageing problem, 

in order that results of different workers and from different areas be com-. 
parable, has .been pointed out by Dannevig (1933) and Saetersdal (1953). More 

recently, variable results from otolith exchange progranunes have led to the 

recommendation by the Research and Statistics Committee of ICNAF (1963 

Redbook, Part 1, p. 48) "that studies of validation of cod otolith age 

reading methods be vigorously pursued by member countries.". 

Evidence on the validity of otolith ages for var~ous localities in 

the Newfoundland area, through examination of seasonal changes in the otc;lith 

edge, is presented by Fleming (1960). The present study gives further 

evidence of the reliability of otoliths to detenuine age of cod from the 

southern Grand Bank (Divisions 3N and 30), through agl'eement with Petersen's 

method, and observat.ion!) on dOj(d.n~.nL ,.ear··ala5ges. 
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Hatcrial ane. Hethods 

The lenGth and "zc data I~ere obtained from rumual survey cruises on 

the southern Grand Bank from 19)0 to 1962, by research v,"ssels of the St. 

John I [) Biolor;ical Station. These Here carried out Q.uring the months of 

April...June of each year, >lith additional cruises in Barch, 1961 and February, 

1962. Depths fished rangel; from about 25 fathoms (h5 m) on the Southeast 

Shoal to 150 fathollls (275 ml on the southHcst slope of the Grand Banlc 

(Fig. 1). The finhinr:; 1~8.S carried out alono: a reGular pattern of stations, 

mainly along lines E, n, F and H of }'ig. 1. The otter-tra>Tl codends were 

either lined or covered uith 1 3/).!-inch manila nettj.n" from 1950 to 1957, 

and lined uith 1 1/8-inch nylon netting from 1958 to 1962. 

The prilnary purpose of these cruises Has to study the distribution 

and abundance, and to collect samples, of tho haddoct population of this area. 

Thus cod ~18re not alHayS measured, or otolith samples taJ':en, from each set in 

1-Thich theJ' occurred. 1"here leno;th measurements Hore obtained, they were 

either of the entir-e catch of cod, or of rruldoTil samples of the catch. In the 

latter case the lenGth frequencies Ilere adjusted to catch on a set by set 

basis. Otolith collections .18re generally made from random sub-Gamples of 

the fish selected for measurements. These Here used to construct yearly 

age-length keys, by means of Hhich the adjusted length freouencies were . . 
broken dOHn by age. otolith collections in 1950, 195h, 1955 and 1957 lrere 

insufficient for this purpose, Md the length frequencies for the former 

2 yeru.'s 1.are brokon dOHI1 by means of an a:-;e-1enr;th key based on combined 

collections durin!]; 1950-5h, l'lhilo those for the latter 2 years 1'lore brolwn 

dOl!n by moans of a key based on 1955-59 data. 

The a~es 1rTOre read from otoliths by Vr. G. R. 1'JillitlnlSOn, a fOrJller 

member of the staff of the St. John' s Biolo~ic"l Station, in consul t"tion 

uith the (J..1tthor. Tlle aGe rer'.dil1r~ teclmi(.~ue i8 described in the Slunrn:'.ry by 

Kej.r (I-1.t:;, 1960). 'fhc fish lCl1c: t,ll r,lon::mrC"ilcrrki uere iIlVftl'iably from tiI) of 

the cnout to mid-fork of the et1.tlo.;-;l,}. fin (:fOl'~~ J.ol):·~th) .. 
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Validity of Otolith Ages 

Parrish (1956) smnmarizes the principles underlying Petersen's 

method as follows: 

(1) If a fish population has a single restricted spawning season, the lengths 

of the individuals of an age-group are normally distributed. 

(2) Grouth of each age-group is such that the modes of the length distributions 

of successive age-groups are sufficiently separated along the length axis 

as to make them readily distinguishable. 

(3) The separate modes of the polyrnodal length distribution represent the 

approximate mean sizes of the age-groups present. 

Since the method cannot be used to determine age of individuals, it 

is generally employed only as a last resort, but rernains very useful as a 

check on the reliability of other methods (Kohler, 1958, 1964; Sandeman, 

1961). It is particularly applicable to the southern Grand Bank where a 

restricted annual spalming season occurs (Thompson, 1943), and where annual 

grolith at most ages is greater than in any other part of the Newfoundland area 

(Thompso:t;l, 1943; fleminG, 1960; }lay e~ al., }IS, 1964). 

The adjusted length and age distributions for each year are shown in 

Fig. 2. Fish greater than 101 em in length and 12 years of age were generally 

not very abundant, and are included together for present purposes. The length 

distributions (percent in each 3-cm length eroup) are seen to be typically 

polyrnodal up to about 70 cm. The smallest size at ,~hich a peak in the length 

distributions occurs is 13-16 cm. Otoliths of these fish typically shou an 

opaque central area, surrounded by a Hell-defined translucent zone, \lith 

sometimes a small amount of opaque material on the otolith edge. These 

are regarded as havinG completed one year of grouth, "ith any opaque ed[!;e 

material representing the ber;innine of the next e;rouin::; year. Some otoliths 

alno exhibit a very llarr01'1 translucent zone close to the centre, and this 

is l'Jc;arded as a "sottline: check", Hs fonnation probably related to the 

attail1ll1ont of a bOttOlil or near-bottom dHellin,; existence. 
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The next largest size at which a ~lell-defined mode occurs is 

22-25 em, and after that at 31-37 cm, 40-46 cm and 52-55 cm. Thus it 

would be expected that these represent ages 2-5 respectively. This 

assumption is quite justified by the progression of modes through each of 

these length ranges from year to year. This is particularly evident for 

fish of the 1955 year-class in the length distributions of 1956 to 1960, 

and the presence of this year-class can even be discerned in the length 

distributions of 1960 and 1961. On this b8.sis, uses can be assigned to 

the most prominent modes in the length distriou1;ions (l!ig. 2), and show 

that the most abundant year-classes in this period were those of 1946, 

1949. 1953. 1955. 1958 and 1959. The modes tend to become indistinct beyond 

age 5. 

Figure 2 also shows the. adjusted age distributions for each year 

and the calculated length distributions of the dominant age-groups. These 

have been deternuned from yearly age-length keys (except as noted earlier) 

constructed on the basis of otolith ages. The veTj- close correspondence of 

the calculated length distributions for dominant ages to the modes of the 

overall lenr;th distribution, and the progression of dominant year-classes 

through the yearly age distributions, provide very convincing evidence of 

the validity of otolith ages in the area under consideration. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

The importance of validity studies to determine the reliability of 

a particular method ~f age determination should not be underestimated. 

Aside from the need to establish the reliability of an ageing method for a 

particular species or area, detel~ination of age from skeletal structures 

usually involves interpretation of zone patterns rather than straightforward 

counting. Validity studies prOVide' criteria for such interpretation. Thus 

Sandeman (1961) uses Petersen I s method to sUPI'ort evidence from scales and 

otoliths of slow r;rol;th rate for Ilermit",~e Day (lIel1foundland South Coa3t) 

redfish, and r:ohler (196h) uses it to establish a basis for identification 

of the first annulus on otolitllS of cod from the Uestern Gulf of St. 

La"renc~ (Division hT). 
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In the present study the follo"ing of dominant year-classes, and 

the cOlilparing of their length distributions with the various sections of the 

overall length distributions, are facilitated by the obvious variability in 

year-class survival. While there are no complete failures of year-class, 

such as occur in the haddock population of this area (Templeman, I1S, 1964), 

some yea.r-classes are consistently poorly represented (1950 and 1956), l-mile 

others (19)~)' and 1955) dominate the age distributions for several years and 

continue to stand out even at ages up to 7-9. It is of interest to note 

that the two apparently largest year-classes (1949 and 1955) are follolred by 

tl10 of the smalles·o. 

Also worthy of note is the correspondence betNeen the relative 

survival of cod year-classes Blld those of haddock in the same area. 

Templeman (MS, 1964) describes haddock survival as very successful in 1949 

and 1955, years of very successful cod survival as well. Haddock survival 

is de3cribed as moderate in 1946 and 1952, ood modest in 1947, 1953, and 

1956. Of these years, particularly significa.nt survival of cod year-classes 

occurred in 1946 and 1953. Thus with the exception of 1958 and 1959, best 

survival of cod occurred in years in l-mich haddock were particularly abundant. 

This 110uld appear to point to some physical factor or factors, operating 

Simultaneously on both species as having the controlling influence on 

survival, The advc;rse effect on cod should not be as great as on haddock, 

since fluctuations in survi.val of cod year-classes might be evened out by 

repleni.shment at the larval and later sta~es from areas to the north, .b)J.'3 

no northerly haddock populations are present in the area. 
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Fig. 1. Hap of the southern Grand Banlc showing lines of stations fished in 

surveys by research vessels of the st. John's Biological Station. 
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Fig. 2. Adjusted age and length distributions of research vessel catches of 

cod from spring surveys on the southern Grand Bank, 19$0-1962. 
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